
ANTI-TAMPER THRESHOLD SEAL
Our threshold seal is perfect for providing improved 
confidentiality in interview or tribunal rooms, or creating 
more peaceful bedrooms.   

It’s also the only product of its kind specifically designed 
for Mental Health.  We made it because we understand the 
challenges of such environments, so we knew if we wanted  
to address noise reduction, we also had to completely reinvent 
existing seals to meet every anti-ligature and anti-tamper 
standard.

To do this, we based the design on our anti-barricade door, with 
the rubber seals coming in small sections.  They’re then fitted 
into the unique extruded carrier from the top, ensuring that 
when it’s fitted to the door they’re securely clamped in place 
using staggered anti-tamper screws.  Fire and acoustic rated, 
it’s not just best in class, it’s a whole new product category for 
Mental Health — and yet another first from Safehinge Primera.IN DETAIL

Shortened rubber fins reduce risk  
of ligature

Staggered double-fin design allows 
maximum number of fixings to 
prevent tampering

For total reassurance, rubber 
fins are inserted top-down, then 
clamped in place when acoustic 
threshold seal is fitted to door

Use on interview or bedroom doors to give service users a sense of empowerment and the 
confidence to chat freely without being overheard.  Using on bedroom doors also eliminates noise 
from corridors and neighbours, bringing peace and quiet and encouraging a good night’s sleep.

DESIGNING FOR RECOVERY

Sureseal



Because we’ve designed our products for the real-world and spent time listening to our customers,  
we understand the importance of creating meaningful smoke compartments in corridor and  
bedroom areas.

That’s why our threshold seal provides a superior smoke barrier and why it’s tested and rated up to FD60.  
So designers can select a threshold seal which minimises noise transfer – providing confidentiality and 
privacy – as well as keeping service users safer.

SUPERIOR SMOKE SEAL
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Seal is on the leaf on 
the closing edge and 
built into the frame 
on the hanging edge, 
providing a near-
continuous smoke 
barrier

Smoke seal options: 
Dual rubber  
or brush fin 

Seal runs the length of 
the top edge, providing 
maximum safety

Our anti-tamper 
threshold seal runs 
along the bottom, 
minimising smoke 
transfer


